Building Complex Software Inside Containers
Introduction

• Complex Software (with all dependencies) can • If application can be containerized, code teams
be built and executed entirely from source,
can use deprecated or bleeding edge software
within a container
• Applications within container suffer no
• Nearly identical test results between containers performance loss and outperform bare metal
systems for all MPAS simulations
• Software can be built on a production cluster
without the use of sudo
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Specific systems (e.g. Cray) require
modifications to the container after
construction. Known as “library injects”
this can complicate the container build
process hindering their portability and
reusability
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Trinitite Container
Bare Metal[43:41]
[43:41] • Trinitite container ran
2.34% faster than Trinitite
bare metal for supercell
simulation
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• Visually identical results
on both bare metal and
container systems
• The Debian9 MPAS
containers produced
nearly identical output
results on systems with
different OS and hardware
(4bytes changed out of
506MB output.nc files)
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Proprietary Software

Containers have trouble interfacing
with licensing managers. As a result
many compilers and libraries are
unsupported, such as: Intel and Allinea
compilers, and Kuda libraries.
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MPAS is the atmospheric simulation
software successfully containerized. Due to
its large amount of dependencies,
maintaining this software on a cluster is
challenging
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MPAS Simulation Results [Container vs. Bare Metal]

Container: a container is a process or group of processes within
a namespace. An easy way to think about it is filesystem inside
another filesystem. Within that namespace is everything you
need to execute your application. When running inside a
container it also thinks it’s the sole filesystem on the hardware.
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MPAS Dependency Trees

High performance computing (HPC) applications require a complex network of dependences to
operate. HPC centers typically offer these dependencies through the use of module files, that when
loaded modify a user’s environment to support their application (gcc, openmpi, etc.). If an HPC system
doesn’t support a dependency, codes teams can either find a substitute or request it be added through
a system administrator. With the growth and complex nature of HPC applications it is unrealistic for
HPC centers to support every unique dependency. We offer containers to support user defined
software stacks (UDSS) as an alternative method to the module filesystem. By building Model for
Prediction Across Scale (MPAS) inside a container we demonstrate the following:
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Executing and Building Containers
Dockerfiles, the Recipe for a Container

Running a Container with Charliecloud
Using Charliecloud it’s incredibly easy to run an
application inside a container. Once you are on a
production cluster it can be achieved in 4 steps.
1. Allocate compute nodes for your application
2. Build or load in Charliecloud
3. Using Charliecloud, unpack the container
image (ch-tar2dir)

Dockerfiles are the industry standard when it comes
to creating containers. They are fairly easy to write
and are essentially bash scripts with a few Docker
directives to denote what action should take place.

4. Using Charlieclouds, execute the container
runtime (ch-run)
The example below shows charliecloud running
the MPAS containers supercell simulation
$ salloc –N4 --qos=high --time=3:00:00
$ module load charliecloud/0.10
$ ch-tar2dir mpas-debian9.tar.gz /var/tmp
$ ch-run -w --unset-env=‘*’
--cd=/usr/local/src/supercell/
--set-env=/var/tmp/mpas-debian9/
ch/environment/var/tmp/mpas-debian9/
-- mpirun\ -np 32 ./atmosphere_model

\
\
\
\

FROM is usually how
dockerfiles start. It pulls
a base image that serve
as the backbone of the
container. In this case,
the latest version of centos
available on Dockerhub.

ENV sets variables inside a
container that are needed
upon execution of the
container. If you want to save
something to your path this is
where it happens.

RUN is what you use to
execute as command
(typically bash). As seen
above this is used to ”yum
update” as well as.
configure and make.

WORKDIR is used to specify
the location within the
filesystem you pulled and stay
in that location until otherwise
told. A “cd” will only be valid
on the line it is called a revert
back to “/” when finished.

Conclusion
Containers prove to be an effective tool when dealing with complicated software. Outperforming bare
metal systems while maintaining output accuracy, containers may offer code teams a fantastic alternative
to the module filesystem. If an application can be containerized it offers flexibility, access to cutting edge
software not available on HPC clusters, and a prescribed build of the application for reusability.

